Mapping wetland water dynamics using Synthetic Aperture Radar and multi-temporal Shannon Entropy
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ABSTRACT

The dynamic of wetland water represents a complex and sometimes unknown process. The difficult access in these areas, coupled with the impossibility of detecting water under vegetation using optical systems (regardless of resolution) mounted on-board airplanes or UAV systems, led to the use of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR). SAR systems are capable of penetrate vegetation and are also very sensible to water content. The mechanism that makes possible the measurement of water dynamics is the double-bounce mechanism. Microwaves penetrate the vegetation, bounce from the water surface under the vegetation canopy, then from the vegetation stems, and return to the SAR antenna. The interferometric phase of this double-bounce mechanism will contain the path between the two phases centres of the bounce points, one at the water level and another one on the vegetation stem. The stems tend to be fixed, whereas the water levels can change rapidly; thus, a change in the double-bounce interferometric phase will be related mostly to water level changes.

Objective: to characterize wetland water dynamics (extent variation under the vegetation canopy, flow directions and gradients, water level changes).

Methodology: SAR amplitude was used to detect bright pixels dominated by double-bounce from flooded vegetation. Persistent Scatterers Interferometry (PSInSAR) was used to detect and mask bright pixels containing persistent scatterers from infrastructure and bare-rocks that could be confused with flooded vegetation.

Multi-temporal analysis was used to map temporal patterns. A number of estimators optimized to detect changes (such as amplitude, polarimetric and phase-based Shannon Entropy) were implemented and applied to a large area of interest in the Peace Athabasca Delta.

Results: Maps of water flow direction and gradients, together with inflow/outflow points and flooding/spill-out areas at the contact between the wetland and the high ground were produced. Temporal analysis was used to map the long-term flood plain by integrating local, short-term flood events.